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Max Reger 

Reger was a staunch advocate of the contrapuntal values of the past and greatly revered 
the work of Bach and Mozart. He dressed his rich, romantic language in the forms of 
the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries; variations, toccatas, fugues, passacaglias. In 
this work, after a brief fifteen measure introduction, we have the passacaglia theme and 
fifteen variations. 

Two Chorale Preludes Johann Sebastian Bach 

Bach wrote five organ settings of the hymn-tune, "Liebster jesu;" here it appears as an 
ornamented melody of mystical lyricism, accompanied by three-part writing. The sec
ond Prelude is in the form of a trio and captures the hymn's words: "Dear Christians, 
one and all rejoice and let us leap for joy." 



Fantasia and Fugue in G Minor BWV 542 Johann Sebastian Bach 

Bach's G Minor Fantasia is a brilliant combination of sweeping lines, punctuating 
chords containing great harmonic tension and resolution, and tight contrapuntal writ
ing. The Fugue, with its lively subject based on an old Dutch folksong, J1roceeds in an 
unrelenting rhythmic drive from the beginning to the final cadence. 

Choral in B Minor Cesar Franck 

The Choral in B Minor is a fascinating blend of baroque-type forms and romantic styles 
and textures. The first of two large sections develops the two principal themes as a set 
of variations in the style of a passacaglia. The second section begins with a quasi
recitative and proceeds to develop the two themes, first as a fugue and then more 
freely. Both sections end with the same quiet passage. 

Joie et Clarte des Corps Glorieux Olivier Messiaen 

This work is the sixth movement of Les Corps Glorieux, written in 1939 and subtitled 
Seven Brief Visions of the Life of Those Raised from the Dead. This movement bears the 
scripture of St. Matthew 14:42-"Then shall the righteous shine as the son in the 
kingdom of their Father" -and radiates the rhythmic and coloristic elements which are 
typical of Messiaen's highly personal idiom. 

Canon in B Major Robert Schumann 

This canon was composed in 1845 as part of a work entitled Studies for Pedal Piano, 
Op; 56, Six Pieces in Canon. Shortly after the Schumanns moved from Leipzig to 
Dresden they obtained a pedal attachment for their piano in order to practice organ 
works. Although these compositions are usually played on the organ, for which they 
adapt well, they were written for the other instrument. As Schumann used the canon in 
these pieces, the melody is introduced in the right hand and is followed almost note for 
note one measure later in the left hand. 

Final (Symphonie I) Louis Vierne 

Vierne was born blind and, after an operation, had only limited vision during his entire 
life. He was a pupil of Widor and in 1892 became his assistant at the church of St. 
Sulpice. In 1900 Vierne was unanimously elected to the position as organist of the 
Cathedral of Notre Dame in Paris. He died there at the console while playing a concert 
of his own compositions. He wrote six symphonies for organ, the first in 1898-99 just 
before his appointment to Notre Dame. 

Dr. Holloway's presentation is made possible through the generosity of The 
Shepherd School of Music of Rice University, Houston, Texas, in celebration 
of seventy-five years of classes at the university. In addition to the chairman
ship of the Keyboard Department of the Shepherd School, Dr. Holloway 
serves as organist-choirmaster of Christ Church Cathedral in Houston. 

Clyde Holloway is represented by Murtagh/Mcfarlane Artists Management, Cleveland, Ohio. 

Please refrain from applause until the conclusion of the recital. 

A reception in the Page Smith Parlor honoring Dr. Holloway will follow the recital. 


